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Core Texts: Tiger in a tropical storm/Surprised by Henri Rousseau, and Augustus and his smile by Catherine Rayner 

Remember to use your Assessment for Learning strategies at all times. It is recommended that you use the ‘Back on Track: Writing Priorities’ 
document as guidance to support differentiation. 

Day Learning Objective Teaching Outline 

1 Respond to a 
painting, choosing 
appropriate words and 
phrases to describe it. 

Tell the children they are going to view a painting and that they will have 10 seconds to look closely at the painting and 
notice as much as they can (to take a ‘mental photo’). 

Reveal Tiger in a tropical storm / Surprised! by Henri Rousseau (https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/henri-
rousseau-surprised)  

After 10 seconds, hide the image and ask the children to describe to their partners what they have seen. 

Repeat twice and then take feedback, encouraging the children to compare what they noticed on their first, second viewings 
and third viewings. 

Look again together at the painting and ask the children to let their eyes ‘walk around’ the image. Support them with 
encouraging them to look at the top, the bottom, the foreground, and the background and asking, for example: 

 Tell me what you can see. 

 Tell me a bit more about that. 

 Can you see anything that everybody else might have missed? 

 What do you think the painter wanted us to see and think? 

Provide the children with an image of the painting, so that they can write an initial response to it. Remind them they can link 
two ideas with a conjunction as they have done in the two previous units. E.g The tiger was hiding and he looked quite 
fierce. 

2 Read aloud with 
appropriate intonation 
so that meaning is 
clear to an audience 

Share the painting used yesterday https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/peter-paul-rubens-a-lion-hunt and use the 
zoom tool to look closely at different sections of it.  

 Can you spot anything that you didn’t notice yesterday? 
 

Ask the children to spread out and ‘step into the jungle’ so that they can move around the room as if they were walking 
inside the painting. Remind them to: think about the ground beneath their feet / remember there may be branches hanging 

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/henri-rousseau-surprised
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/henri-rousseau-surprised
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/peter-paul-rubens-a-lion-hunt
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down in their way / that they will need to move quietly so the tiger doesn’t sense them / remember they are in the middle of a 
storm. 

Pause the miming intermittently to gather / feed in words and phrases that describe what is happening. 

Create a short class poem (maximum four lines), taking opportunities to practise and apply learning from spelling and 
phonics as well as capture the mood and atmosphere of the painting. Model reading aloud to check for sense and effect, 
taking suggestions from the children about aspects to change. 

Children copy out the poem, focusing on achieving the expected style of handwriting before they then practise reading and 
re-reading this aloud to prepare for performing it. 

Perform the poem, working as individuals / groups / a class. 

3 Describe events in a 
painting, using 
correctly punctuated 
sentences. 

Start the lesson with a performance of the class poem created yesterday.  
 
Tell the children that today, they are going to write about the painting – as if they were in it. They could write in role as the 
tiger, or they could imagine being a small creature at the edge of the painting, watching the tiger. Look closely again at the 
painting to decide where such a creature might hide. 
 
Model one of the alternatives, incorporating sentence features from the previous two units and taking opportunities to apply 
learning from spelling and phonics.  
E.g 1.  Lightning flashes and and thunder roars. I bare my teeth and step between the great, green leaves. I’m scared but I 
am hiding it.  
E.g. 2 Lightning flashes and thunder roars. I can see the tiger’s stripes and hear his growl. I think I’m safe here but I feel 
scared. 
 
More confident writers might like to try the version that has not been modelled. Or, share both models and compare the 
feelings of the writers. 
 
Children could compose their own or in pairs. Allow time for re-reading aloud to check for sense and to edit for accuracy. 
 

dark green, paler green, lush, shadowy, tree limbs, dense, lightning flashing, thunder roars, rain lashes, undergrowth 
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4 Use a shared text as 
a model for writing 

Read Augustus and his smile by Catherine Rayner to the children, modelling good intonation and fluency. Ensuring that the 
class can see the words, re-read the book together twice more. Pause as needed to practise using sentence punctuation or 
word meaning to support achieving a fluent read that supports comprehension.  
E.g. modelling the effect of an ellipsis where they are used without going in to the technical detail / elongating the sound of 
‘further and further through’ so that children understand the purpose of the word choices. 
 
Provide children with copies of the text so that they can work in pairs to prepare a fluent ‘performance read’ of the story.  
 
Show the children one of the on-line recordings of the book and ask them – can they do better?  
 
Children could work in threes to make their own recordings if enough copies of the text are available. Otherwise, they could 
provide the ‘voice over’ to an existing pre-record when the sound is muted. 
 

 


